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Mechanics is that branch of science in which we 
study the motion of a particle or a system of 
particles subject to forces.

Need of Co-ordinate system:

The term rest and motion of a particle has 
meaning only in relation to a co-ordinate 
system, so it is necessary to understand the 
concept and use of a co-ordinate system.



Classification :

 Cartesian Co-ordinate system

 Plane Polar Co-ordinate  system

 Spherical Polar Co-ordinate system



Take any point O in space and draw three 

mutually perpendicular

lines shown as Ox, Oy and Oz 

define a 3-D Cartesian 

Co-ordinate system.

Types:

 Right-handed Cartesian Co-ordinate System

 Left-handed Cartesian Co-ordinate System
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 Position Vector of a Particle

 Velocity Vector of a Particle

 Acceleration Vector of a Particle
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Radial Distance (r) and Angle (θ) which the line 
OP makes with the positive x-axis are known as 
Plane Polar co-ordinate system.
Relation between Cartesian 

and Plane Polar Co-ordinates: 

x=rCosθ

y=rSinθ
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 Radial Distance : The distance from the point O to the 
point P is called radial distance and is denoted by r. It is 
always positive. It can take any value from 0 to ∞.

 Zenith angle : The angle θ which the line OP makes 
with the positive z-axis is called the zenith angle of the 
point P. It lies between 0 and π.

 Azimuthal Angle: The angle which the line OQ 
makes with the positive x-axis measured clockwise 
is called Azimuthal angle φ. It can take value 
between o and 2π.





Spherical Polar Unit vectors are orthogonal to 
each other. 





 The vector        is called the displacement 
vector. The magnitude of this displacement 
vector      is called the line element.
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Solid angle is defined as the space angle of the 
cone subtended by the area element     at Q.sd




